There are, happily, questions upon which the mind fastens eagerly, but which have no association with anything intimate, anything secret, in ourselves. We can discuss them, and we can even bring an intellectual keenness to bear upon them, without our souls giving anything away, It was to questions of this kind that Jailer usually confined his conversation. He had already infringed his rule a little in favour of Jerphanion.
" What you need to avoid," he went on, " when you have plenty of time, as you have, is simply looking out for curiosities, visiting Paris as though you were a tourist-the monuments, the museums, the landmarks one by one, in the traditional order. But that's not such a very difficult thing to guard against when you have the feeling that you are going to settle down and become an inhabitant. Mere laziness helps you to avoid it. The real danger is rather that of getting used to a conventional Paris, made up of five or six central districts, always the same, where you move to and fro automatically, plus the little comer where your business lies. Once a new-comer to Paris has slipped into that rut, even for three weeks, he is lost. You may see him again ten years later. He will still be somebody who does not know what you are talking about when you mention the Buttes-Chaumont or the He des Cygnes."
" Then what do you recommend ? "
" What we are doing at this moment. Walk straight in front of you, in any direction that presents itself. Let yourself be led by the places themselves, by their influence, their intonation. You find yourself in a street. You feel like walking along it. It says something to you. Or it is a boulevard which you can't help following; perhaps because of its animation, or the direction in which it seems to go, or something about it as a whole that carries you along; ot perhaps for some quite different reason,"
** But at this moment, for example, you're not letting yourself be led at random, are you ? You know very well where you are taking us ? "
" Of course.   The two things go well together.   There's

